Digital posters are a great way to capture research relevant to Integration and Implementation Sciences (I2S).

Digital posters are short, punchy and informative, allowing the viewer to review a lot of contributions quickly. They also provide references and links to help the viewer find out more on topics of particular interest or to connect with the authors.

Digital posters have a comments function, allowing on-going online discussion. Viewing and commenting on digital posters is easy [1].

Current digital poster collections

We started collecting digital posters at the First Global Conference on Research Integration and Implementation [2] which was held in Canberra, Australia, online and at three co-conferences (in Lueneburg in Germany, the Hague in the Netherlands and Montevideo in Uruguay) in September 2013. Clicking on the green button below will enable you to view and comment on more than 200 digital posters from the conference:

View I2S Digital Posters (this will take you to an external website) [3]

We also collected digital posters at the Second Biennial Australian Implementation Conference [4] (AIC) held in Sydney, Australia on September 17-18, 2014. Clicking on the yellow button below will enable you to view and comment on the digital posters received for the AIC conference.

View AIC Digital Posters (this will take you to an external website) [5]

We also have access to the digital posters from the 2015 Global Implementation Conference (GIC) [6]. Clicking on the brown button below will enable you to view and comment on the digital posters received for the GIC conference.

View GIC Digital Posters (this will take you to an external website) [7]
Where next?

The most relevant of these digital posters [8] are added to the I2S resources [9] collection, especially to the tools. We publicise the new additions through I2S News [10] and also feature the new additions on the homepage.

We are interested in collaborating with conferences which have themes that intersect with Integration and Implementation Sciences (I2S) to add to the digital poster collection.

Source URL: http://i2s.anu.edu.au/resources/digital-posters
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